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expand doing work, and on the exhaust stroke the exhaust
valve B opens to allow them to escape into the silencer. The
cylinder is kept sufficiently cool, to enable it to be lubricated,
by means of a circulation of water in the jacket space F. •
79. The Origin of the Clerk Cycle.—This cycle was invented
some years after the Otto by Dcigald Clerk, who gave the
following description of it to the Society of Arts in 1905 :
" In the Clerk engine the motor cylinder had, at the front ends,
large ports leading into an annular space, these being the
exhaust ports. The compression space was conical, and the
»ij"	charge was sent in by means of a separate pump, which I
\\	called the displacer.   The action of the engine was as follows :
j|; V	When the piston got to the out end of its stroke, and the
I/*'	crank was crossing the out centre, the piston overran the
I/?f	exhaust ports on the out-stroke, and covered them on the
*4 ''	in-stroke.   Meantime the pump or the displacer piston, which
i{ j'	was attached to a crank at right angles in advance of the main
I f	crank, was sweeping in and giving its charge a slight compres-
| v	sion.   That charge passed through a connecting pipe, and
|, j;	through a check valve, into the conical end, displacing before
|f I	it all the contents of the cylinder.    When the main crank had
J if	returned about 40 degrees of its circle under the centre, these
ports were closed.   It opened about 40 degrees above and
/;}	closed 40 degrees under, and in that time the displacer piston
ft.l?	had gone fully in and discharged its charge into the cylinder
"j$	and combustion space  through  the lift valve.   Then   the
f j!	motor piston compressed the charge, and ignition took place
Jv|	at the in-end of the stroke, just as in the Otto cycle.   The
object of the invention was to enable one motor cylinder to
give an impulse at every revolution.   In the Otto cycle there
|j|	is only one impulse for two revolutions, so far as the main
jjj	cylinder is concerned.    The Clerk engine gave one impulse
Y	for every revolution of the main crank in the main cylinder,
but to make that possible it was necessary to provide an
auxiliary crank and displacer cylinder.* The idea was, of
course, to diminish the irregularity of the Otto cycle by having
* Crankcase compression is now generally adopted for small two-
stroke engines, thereby avoiding the necessity for a separate displacer
cylinder.

